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6 Trends  Brief 
 for nonprofit organizations

In the nonprofit sector, public scrutiny and the need for funds in a
competitive environment apply invisible pressures to an organization.
Additionally, nonprofits are now faced with an increased demand for

services, adaptation, and innovation due to the covid-19  pandemic.  Thus,
making the need evermore critical for nonprofits to become more

consciously aware of emerging trends. 

Nonprofit organizations require strategies to implement that will help
preserve their reputation, success, and sustainability. The implications for a
nonprofit's awareness or lack of thereof about emerging trends may impact

work and or render current strategies ineffective. 

In this brief, you will learn:

Trends that are emerging in the nonprofit sector viewed through the
current pandemic and social justice lens.

Recommended strategies to respond to the emerging trends.



LEADERSHIP
ACTIVISM01

“IF YOUR ACTIONS CREATE A LEGACY THAT INSPIRES
OTHERS TO DREAM MORE, LEARN MORE, DO MORE, AND

BECOME MORE, THEN, YOU ARE AN EXCELLENT LEADER.”

― DOLLY PARTON

Over the last decade, due to internal and

external pressures, major corporations

increased public demonstrations supporting

social issues outside of the workplace[4]. 

However, major corporations are not alone.

This trend has spilled over to the nonprofit

sector. In mid-to-late 2020, nonprofits joined

the growing list of large corporations speaking

out publicly on social issues.

What we now know in emerging

research is that politics, social justice

issues, and work are inextricably linked.

Employees are now expecting their

organization to take a public stance on

issues [1].

CEO Activism: organizational leaders

speaking out on social and environmental

issues not directly related to their

organization's core mission.



RECOMMENDATIONS 01

RECOMMENDATIONS

Re-issue or re-release statement (public stance on social justice issues).
Reinforce to employees and other stakeholders the commitment to social
justice. Walking the walk on core values and social justice is a competitive
advantage for nonprofits.  

Develop a social justice philosophy. Work with a diverse set of leaders with
differing perspectives to create a social justice strategy, and reach a
consensus on philosophical points of view on critical issues important to the
organization and employees. 

Make it known. Display your organization’s commitment to DEI and social
justice by displaying it prominently on the website and social platforms.
Publish diversity and inclusion statements, DEI plans, and your social justice
philosophy where clients, employees, applicants, donors, etc. can find them
easily.

Revisit the vision, mission, values statements. Take time out as an
organization to review the vision, mission, and values statements to ensure
that they are effectively communicating a diverse, equitable, and inclusive
vision, the community you serve, and the beliefs the organization values.



DATA DATA02

"IT TAKES 20 YEARS TO BUILD A REPUTATION AND
FIVE MINUTES TO RUIN IT.”  

-WARREN BUFFETT

While companies, at least outwardly, agree on

the importance of diversity, available data

shows that women and minorities are

drastically underrepresented when moving up

the ranks.

In the aftermath of spring 2020's racial unrest,

and against the backdrop of pledges by

organizations to do better when it comes to

diversity, funding entities are beginning to ask

nonprofits to put their data forward[2]. 

It is a common practice in the nonprofit sector

to list limited diversity data on select

applications for funding or grants. 

However, grantors and funders are beginning
to ask nonprofits to voluntarily and publicly
disclose diversity demographics on their
websites, social media, GuideStar, and in their
annual reports. 

The disclosure is to not only detail their board

diversity but also of employees and clientele.

Voluntary disclosure is emerging as a best

practice that holds nonprofits accountable,

and to measure progress on diversity.

Nonprofits need to disclose data not only

about the outcomes they are achieving but

also the values they espouse, and it is now

ever more present that it is the duty of

stakeholders to hold them accountable for

inaction[3].



RECOMMENDATIONS 02

Release a diversity report. Publicly release findings from the diversity audit.

Include data on the composition of underrepresented groups, and the positions

held by underrepresented groups, including leadership roles.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Develop diversity goals. The public release of data, and seeing numbers on

paper create a sense of realness. Use the data to commit to diversity goals as a

next step[5].

Conduct a diversity audit. Examine your nonprofit’s workforce as a whole and

as individuals in senior-level management positions and the board of directors.

Additionally, analyze the composition of underrepresented groups (i.e., people of

color, women, etc.), compensation for employees, and diversity among vendors.

Finally, examine the make-up of clients served. 



LINE ITEM03

"STRENGTH LIES IN DIFFERENCES, NOT
SIMILARITIES" -  STEPHEN COVEY 

Throughout 2020, there has been a spike in

DEI roles and teams in nonprofits. Although

diversity has always been a priority for many

nonprofits, it is evident that there has not

been enough work to ensure systemic

inequities are addressed and reduced. 

Not to mention, organizations are now called-

out for the lack of congruence between their

words and actions, following the release of

public statements of support. 

A 2021 trend to expect is the dedication

of financial and human resources solely

for DEI efforts in nonprofit settings. To

include the securing of consultants,

training, or speakers to come in-house to

help navigate DEI challenges. 

The lack of a firm budget or a minuscule

budget, even in the nonprofit sector,

signals that DEI is not a priority for your

nonprofit.



RECOMMENDATIONS 03

Secure external talent. Research supports that due to various factors,

including the level of trust, or the appearance of an organization's commitment

to DEI, diversity initiatives receive greater employee buy-in when initiated with

persons external to the organization. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Start small.  When implementing diversity initiatives the last thing you want to
do is make it feel forced upon employees. Start with small, trust-building
conversations through book clubs, movie screenings, virtual guest speakers, or
focus groups on various diversity topics.

Tap into existing talent and experiences. If your nonprofit's budget is limited,

start by creating a diversity committee or task force, and from there, develop

specialized subcommittees to address how and where diversity, equity, and

inclusion is needed across your organization.



SERVING
CLIENTS04

"SUCCESS IS NOT MEASURED BY WHAT YOU ACCOMPLISHED BUT BY THE OPPOSITION
YOU ENCOUNTERED, AND THE COURAGE WITH WHICH YOU HAVE MAINTAINED THE

STRUGGLE AGAINST OVERWHELMING ODDS" 
-ORISON SWETT MARDEN

A hallmark of the nonprofit sector is the

hands-on approach to meeting individual and

community needs. The current pandemic

disrupted nonprofit operations, forcing many

to adapt quickly. There was little to no

guidance provided to nonprofits regarding

how to adapt during the pandemic. 

The pandemic's ripple effect tasked nonprofits

to provide continuity in service to low-income,

vulnerable, and disadvantaged populations

while struggling themselves.

Nonprofits serving low-income populations are

experiencing dramatic increases in service

demands while striving to maintain the safety

and health of staff and volunteers. Intense

demand for services, coupled with

compounding disruptions, requires adaptation. 

Nonprofits are now exploring digital and

technological solutions to provide services for

clients. The trend of meeting the needs of

clients virtually is projected to continue well

into the foreseeable future[6].



RECOMMENDATIONS 04

Develop a call-to-action. Place immediate “calls to action” or letters describing
plans to shift the delivery of services, along with an urgent plea for financial
support on all web and social media communications. The sustaining of
resources and fundraising support will be vital in 2021.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Evaluate roles and responsibilities. The meeting of increasing demands while
complying with public health guidelines will be ongoing in nonprofits in 2021.
Leaders should prioritize the review of all positions within your organization.
'Tele" work processes, or at least, aspects of "tele" work for each position should
be developed; if possible.

Create a disaster or pandemic response plan. Hindsight is of great value during
this effort. Address the disruptions, ambiguities, innovations, and challenges your
nonprofit experienced during the pandemic. Address emotions head-on and
incorporate ideas around self-care and community-care into the plan. Create
space for people to discuss their feelings of overwhelm, frustration, and fatigue. 

Focus on Client Experience. In most nonprofits, clients are not served by one
person, or one department does not deliver all of the value. The client experience
should be viewed as a journey that involves interacting with many people and or
departments. Ensure everyone knows the part they play in the virtual process,
and whom they work with on serving clients so that clients' needs are addressed
as swiftly and effectively as possible. Emphasizing a focus on meeting clients’
needs with a high level of excellence creates a unifying vision on delivering value
virtually[9].



VOLUNTEER
ENGAGEMENT05

 “THE BEST WAY TO FIND YOURSELF IS TO LOSE
YOURSELF IN THE SERVICE OF OTHERS.”

 ― MAHATMA GANDHI.

A trait of the nonprofit sector is its reliance on

a strong base of volunteers. However, there

was the reshaping of the face of volunteering

in 2020 due to the pandemic. Due to safety

risks, many traditional forms of volunteering

were not available, which caused concerns for

nonprofit organizations that rely heavily on

volunteers, fearing the delays in volunteering

opportunities will cause people to lose

interest.

Contrary to belief, the current pandemic has

seemingly increased interest 

in volunteering, similar to that seen in past

disasters.

The challenge for nonprofits comes in

identifying positions that allow volunteers to

be safe, which will require nonprofits to

explore new models and ways of supporting

"a new normal for volunteering," Nonprofits'

efforts to adapt volunteer opportunities will

continue, given the sector's reliance on

volunteers for a significant part of its human

resource[7].



RECOMMENDATIONS 05

 Communicate clearly. When developing a volunteer engagement

strategy, communicate your nonprofit‘s schedule, if it is safe to return, and

what volunteer positions are available, and (personal protection)

equipment that will be provided. A lack of clarity may confuse volunteers,

and make them reluctant to volunteer.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Go virtual. The pandemic has fueled a strong desire to be a part of a

solution. Nonprofits must be prepared to harness the influx of diverse

groups of volunteers by leveraging new avenues, like virtual volunteering

and skills-based volunteerism, to allow all to share their talents and

volunteer.

Explore new models and ways of supporting volunteers during a “new

normal”.  Identify which volunteer positions are essential and those that

are not. 



VIRTUAL
ROLES06

"ALONE WE CAN DO SO LITTLE,  TOGETHER WE
CAN DO SO MUCH.” 

-HELEN KELLER

The current pandemic interrupted

operations as usual.  Organizations often

have no choice but to rethink the delivery

of services.  Many offices are closing office

doors and moving to remote/virtual

business operations only. Organizations

are implementing work-from-home

policies for the health and safety of

employees and clients. For those who rely

on close team collaboration, working from

home could present a few challenges. 

Most teams are accustomed to working

in an office environment, where ideas

and assignments flow quickly with direct

verbal communications. Now, these

efforts must take place virtually. A

challenge that virtual teams face is

building a sense of camaraderie and

trust. Virtual teams might be less

satisfied with teamwork efforts and have

less of a sense of cohesion[8].



RECOMMENDATIONS 06

RECOMMENDATIONS

Create relaxed experiences. Remote work may leave employees feeling

overwhelmed and as if they are on-call 24/7 while juggling other family and

household responsibilities. Therefore, seek to create opportunities to include

informal chats in what you are already doing as a remote team. Encourage the

first few minutes of every meeting to be moments of casual interaction.

Share information across the organization. Remote work can foster silos.

When teams work closely together to accomplish tasks, it is very easy to feel

disconnected from the happenings in other parts of the organization. This can

lead to duplication of efforts, wasted resources, and underutilized talent.

Establish ways to communicate accurate, real-time information across the

organization. This action will underpin your organizational goal of being

unified and efficient[9].

Learn more about each other. It is advantageous for an organization to have

space online where team members can learn more about one another (i.e.,

name, picture, position, hobbies, etc.) that they can access around the clock.

This can help to foster trust, camaraderie, and a sense of belonging[8].
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